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Group decision system, is a computerized based system that helps managers and employees to take better enhancing
faster decisions, and also its main purpose to solve problems and help decision â€“ making process. Group Decision
Support Systems (GDSS)were referred to as a Group.

After the evolution of the internet, and computers becoming more popular, physicians had been able to use
these tools to improve the quality of patient care. A decision support system DSS , on the other hand, helps
managers make decisions by analyzing data from a database and providing the results of the analysis to the
manager. Closed database architecture- Database management system has lot of advantages over file systems
like security, view, recovery etc. Business intelligence is developed to enable interactive access to data, to
enable manipulation of data, and to vive business, managers and analysts the ability to conduct appropriate
analysis. Ready made system Build generic ADDS that can be used in several organization The components of
decision support system are a data management subsystem,a model management subsystem, a user interface
subsystem and a knowledge based management subsystem. The model includes normative model and
descriptive model. It as well curbs expensive overnight couriers and mailings, thereby improving
organizational efficient through increased productivity. Technological advancements have seen the DSS
emerge as an important constituent of the management sector. Decision support systems concept,
methodologies, and technologies:An overview Decision support system was originally developed to support
the constructed and unstructured decision making. Transaction processing systems are the systems working at
a low level of any organizational structure being operated by data entry operators etc to collect and store data
which is needed to be transported then to decisional level of organisations Hence, computer support should be
provided at a board levels. It has therefore become strategically important for one and all in business to
understand the knowledge, processes and controls to effectively manage the system of sharing and transferring
the information in the most beneficial fashion. Executive Information Systems EIS be defined as information
systems designed to be directly controlled by managers, without the need for any Mediator Whether
computers, databases or persons participate in the process is usually not important, however, it is this
procedure of taking unstructured records, collecting it, and after analysis, using it to assist in decision-making.
Different fields have made use of information systems in various ways due to their capacity to inform and give
digital products. Few homes had them and individuals had no idea what capabilities could arise. Similar to the
architecture of ADDS, Bal architecture is make up of a authoresses, business analytics, business performance
management and a user interface. Besides, the analyses will be carried out in real-time and enable the manager
to make even the most urgent decisions. Hence,model is critical to be included in ADDS. The type of jobs or
where one resides are some of the decisions that are made. It was apparent the issue of phone etiquette needed
to be addressed within our organization Make an order now! On the other hand, Sittig et al have discussed the
grand challenges of CDS and placed them into following three large categories: A Improve the effectiveness
of CDS interventions: 1 Improving the human DSSs enhance information tracking since the analysis process is
systematic and each stage can be tracked easily. Until , the members conferred privately or debated global
issues at meetings, and consequently follow up was difficult REF. Society has become dependent on
technology and information systems and investigation of the world of management information systems helps
remove the apprehension. Furthermore, it leverages professional expertise in making pertinent decisions to the
objectives, goals, mission and vision of an organization. This course has uncovered valuable information in
the areas of using information systems in business to compete, manage and control the challenges of business
A DSS, on the other hand, is usually best for decisions at the middle and top levels of management They start
with internalizing sets of data and observation gathered from the patient, and then producing decisions and
series of options. Compare, choose, and recommend a potential solution to the problem. A DSS can handle
low volume or massive databases optimized for data analysis. There may be instances where the user knows
the knowledge that is required, but not the way to retrieve that knowledge. Low managerial levels and small
organizations often make individual decisions which will be automated finally. The query facility access,
manipulates, and query data while the directory is a catalog of all the data in a database. The following studies
research the role that BI systems play in the decision making process. This is attributable to the fact that most
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practice management systems often have too many variables to facilitate apple-apple comparative analysis.
This essay covers the analyzation of five different management support systems including evaluation of
various theories and models used by each system.


